As the control input of the virtual reality flight simulator, precise head tracking with no time-delay is essential for user immersion and training effect. We present the results of applying a modified Kalman filter to improve head orientation prediction. A piecewise constant acceleration approach with an electromyography based input estimation is suggested. Head angular acceleration is estimated by a trained feed-forward neural network and fed into the modified Kalman filter. Experimental results show that the proposed method tracks head motion precisely under both smooth and abrupt motion conditions.
method ensures the predictive tracking performance on both smooth and abrupt head motion conditions.
Modified Kalman Filter based Head Orientation Prediction with CA model and Input Estimation
Head rotation is a dynamic nonlinear process and has strong stochastic characteristics. We may focus on some object for a long time, and then suddenly turn our heads to look at another object. The dynamic process of head rotation is very similar to that of the maneuvering target problem, so a popular approach is to model the head kinematics with piecewise approximation model such as CA model. The head is assumed to move at a constant acceleration during the sampling interval and driven by white noise in a random walk model. The dynamic equations of CA model can be represented as
Where
The motion tracking sensor is an inertial sensor with three angular velocities output, corresponding yaw, roll and pitch coordinates. The selection of the measurement noise is based on the inertial sensor noise level, whilst process noise depends on the variance of the tracking target and is chose by trail and error to get good tracking performance.
Kalman filter is a sequential data processing method, which estimated new state by recursively updating and is simple to implement. Furthermore, Kalman filter, explicitly considering statistical characteristics of estimated state variables and measured signals, is suitable to predict head motion with random disturbances. The basic prediction equations of Kalman filter can be represent as States Prediction Equation:
Since the CA model assumes a piecewise constant acceleration process between samples. When head motion is abrupt, this assumption will be invalid and thus introduce large prediction error. Kiruluta and etc. [6] suggested add an input term to the acceleration process. The term is like a step discontinuity in acceleration between sampling interval to represent the sudden head motion. The modified acceleration process becomes )
Where ) (k u is the additional acceleration bias term. Gutman and Velger [9] estimated ) (k u with a running window curve fitting algorithm. However, the estimation must consider the trade-off between maneuver detection time and input estimation accuracy. Since the electromyography signals contains angular acceleration information before the head actually moves, we consider using electromyography to estimate the additional acceleration bias term ) (k u .
Electromyography Based Angular Acceleration Estimation
EMG signal of human neck is the combination effect of about 30 muscles. To simplify the system deployment, we wish use as few electrodes as possible. After make experiments in different locations [10] , we chose to put the electrodes on the belly of Sternocleidomastoid (SCM) where electromyography signal strength is monotonically related to the head motion. The Electromyography signal data was collected at 1200Hz and the inertial sensor data was 120Hz as a reference signal. The subjects were asked to turn head horizontally from left to right turn and backwards.
Fig. 1 Experiment Platform
Using EMG to estimate angular acceleration is actually a nonlinear mapping problem, which can be solved by pattern recognition(PR) techniques such as neural networks. The inputs of PR methods are features which are extracted from raw signals and best represented the system characteristics. Both amplitude and frequency of EMG signal carry head motion information, so we choose five features from both time and frequency domain of EMG signal( Table 1 ). The features are derived from the raw EMG signal over a 24ms moving window. Slope Sign Change of Angular acceleration within a window A feed-forward neural network with 50 hidden neurons was used and training algorithm is Levenberg-Marquardt. Since EMG signals precede actual motion about 30-70ms and the actual anticipating time is hard to measure, we suppose the EMG signals contain combined information of this time span and shift inertial angular velocities forward 50ms, then differentiate and smooth them to be angular acceleration signals as the training reference data for neural network. The angular acceleration of head horizontal rotation can be successfully mapping from EMG features through neural network. The total training process was very fast and ended after about 128 epochs. The estimated angular acceleration curve from feed-forward neural network is coincide with the actual acceleration which we got from the inertial sensor, differentiated and shifted forward 50ms. Fig.4 and 5 compare the prediction performance of KF and modified KF with acceleration estimation methods. Both methods perform well during slow and smooth motion, while in the period of abrupt motion, the modified KF yields better performance. Table 2 compares mean errors(ME) and root mean square errors(RMSE) of angular velocities between the sensor and tracking filters, on both overall and small windows of abrupt motion condition. The ME and RMSE results coincide with the conclusion we drew from above. We know that ME represents the trend of the mean value drift and RMSE is similar with the variance. On the slow motion condition, both methods has almost the same prediction ability. However, during the period of rapid head motion, modified Kalman filter we proposed predicts the raw velocity more accurately and overall ME and RMSE drops over 60% compared with conventional KF. Actually, in the proposed method, we use the anticipated "real" head acceleration information instead of a "predicted" extrapolation.
Summary
In this work, the effect of applying a modified Kalman filter with EMG based head angular acceleration estimation to predict both smooth and abrupt head dynamics in virtual reality is studied. The traditional Kalman filter with CA model can track head motion precisely under smooth and slow head movement. However, it performs not well when head rotate abruptly. Since EMG signals contain anticipated kinematics information, we try to reconstruct angular acceleration from EMG with the help of neural network, and then use it as an input estimation into the Kalman filter. Experimental results show the proposed method is superior to the traditional one.
